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FLOAT MXR

features > Ultra-lightweight: 1.1 lbs. (0.5 kg)
> Infinitely adjustable air spring
> Air Volume Adjustment (AVA) technology
> Race-proven oil damping system
> External rebound damping adjuster
> Patented self-adjust negative air spring
> 100% rebuildable and revalveable
> 1-Year factory limited warranty
> 90-day valving guarantee
> Easy to install (no seat or frame modifications) 
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points out information that, if not followed, can lead 
to serious  injury or death, or cause serious damage 
to your fork.

points out information that may not be obvious, or that 
can help the rider out with some tricky situation. 

cOngRATuLATiOns! 

Thank you for choosing FOX FLOAT MXR for your vehicle. In doing so, you have chosen the finest suspension shock 
in the world. FOX Racing Shox products are designed, tested and manufactured by the finest professionals in the 
industry in Santa Cruz County, California, USA. 

As a consumer and supporter of FOX Racing Shox products, you need to be aware of the importance of setting up 
your shock correctly to ensure maximum performance. This manual provides step-by-step instructions of how to 
setup and maintain your shock. It is a good idea to keep your receipts with this manual, and refer to it for service 
and warranty issues.

This manual does not contain step-by-step detailed service instructions for a reason: FOX recommends that detailed 
service be performed by FOX Racing Shox. 

cOnsuMeR sAFeTy

Riding a powered vehicle can be dangerous and can result in death or serious injury. Take your responsibility to yourself 
and others seriously, and heed the following safety tips: 

> Keep your vehicle’s suspension system in optimal working condition. 

> Wear protective clothing, eye protection and always fasten your helmet before you ride.

> Know and ride within your limits.

The FLOAT MXR shock contains a nitrogen charge. The charged portion of the shock should only be opened by a FOX Racing 
Shox technician. Opening a nitrogen pressurized shock can be dangerous and can result in serious injury or death. 

The portion of the shock that is charged with nitrogen does not need to be opened to perform the air sleeve service. 

do not attempt to pull apart, open, disassemble or 
service a shock if it is compressed or has not returned 
(will not return) to its original neutral length (with 
no load on the shock). this can result in serious 
injury.

MAinTenAnce cOnsideRATiOns

FLOAT MXR shocks may have a small amount of air sleeve lubricant residue on the body. This is normal. If this residual air 
sleeve lubricant is not present, this is an indication that the FLOAT MXR air sleeve should be re-lubed. For more informa-
tion on maintaining the air sleeve, see the air sleeve maintenance section on other side of this pamphlet. 

If you ride in extreme conditions, service your shock more frequently.

Wash your shock with soap and water ONLY. 

do not use a high pressure washer on your shock.

Extensive internal service should be performed by FOX Racing Shox. 

using The FOX high pRessuRe puMp

Your FLOAT MXR shock ships with the FOX High Pressure 
Pump, as shown on the right.  
The pump is used to add and release air pressure from 
your FLOAT MXR shock. 

To pressurize your shock: 

1. Remove the air valve cap from the shock.

2. Thread the pump’s valve chuck onto the shock’s air valve until pressure registers on the pump gauge. This takes 
approximately 6 turns. Do not over-tighten pump on air valve as this will damage the pump chuck seal.

if the shock has no air pressure, the gauge will read 
zero.

3. Stroke the pump a few cycles. The pressure should increase slowly. If pressure increases rapidly check to make 
sure the pump is properly fitted and tightened onto the air valve.

4. Pump to the desired pressure setting.  Average air pressure range is from 50 to 300 psi.  DO NOT EXCEED 300 PSI. 
You can decrease pressure by pushing the black bleed valve. Pushing the bleed valve half way down and holding 
it there will allow pressure to escape from the pump and shock. Pushing the bleed valve all the way down and 
releasing it will allow only a small amount of pressure to escape (micro adjust). When unthreading the pump 
from the air valve fitting, the sound of the air loss is from the pump hose, not from the shock.

when you attach the pump to the shock, the hose 
will need to fill with air.  this will result in a 
lower pressure registering approximately 3 to 4 psi 
on the gauge. 

5. Replace the air valve cap.

“sTuck dOwn” shOck

Under certain rare circumstances, a FLOAT MXR shock can become "stuck down.” If your FLOAT MXR shock has not 
returned to its original neutral length (eye-to-eye position), DO NOT attempt to disassemble the outer air sleeve 
or any other part of the shock. Air has become trapped in the air negative chamber and can cause serious injury 
if the shock is disassembled. This condition is known as “stuck down.” 

If your shock is “stuck down,” return it immediately to FOX Racing Shox or an Authorized FOX Racing Shox Service 
Center for service. Service and warranty information can be found on the inside front cover of this manual. 

pROceduRe TO check FOR A “sTuck dOwn” shOck:

1. Release air pressure from the shock.

2. Using a FOX Racing Shox High Pressure Pump, pressurize the shock to 250 psi.

3. If the shock does not extend, it has become “stuck down.”

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO PULL APART, OPEN, DISASSEMBLE OR SERVICE A SHOCK THAT IS STUCK DOWN. SERIOUS INJURY 
CAN RESULT. Contact FOX Racing Shox for assistance.

 AVA (AiR VOLuMe AdjusTeR)

The FLOAT MXR features AVA (see picture at right), a technology that affords new 
levels of fine tuning adjustment. AVA increases or decreases the volume of the 
positive air spring chamber, which allows the rider to alter the shape of the spring 
curve. AVA allows as much as 200 lbs. of adjustment in spring rate. 

AVA is a pre-ride tuning feature. The AVA system is not intended to be used on-the-
fly. It is important to clean your shock, especially the threads of the AVA air sleeve,  
prior to adjustment. In most cases, maximum air volume will be desired. Rotation 
of the AVA ring requires near complete deflation of the shock. 

Using a FOX High Pressure Pump, let most or all of the air from the shock so that 
the AVA ring can be easily turned. Turn the ring until it just touches the wire ring that is snapped onto the air 
sleeve. This is the maximum volume setting. Pressurize the shock and set sag as normal. AVA does not affect 
sag. If the shock seems to bottom out too easily, deflate the shock, rotate the ring to the next setting on the 
air sleeve. Pressurize the shock, set sag and test again for full stroke performance. Repeat this process until the 
setting that best fits your riding style and terrain is achieved. 

Clean AVA seals after every other normal FLOAT seal service, especially if riding conditions are muddy or dusty. 
Carefully remove wire rings and air sleeves. Clean and inspect seals and parts for damage or wear. Re-lubricate 
and carefully re-assemble. Refer to diagram for areas with critical sealing and lubrication needs.

shOck AdjusTMenTs
Rebound controls the rate at which the shock returns after it has been compressed. 
The proper rebound setting is a personal preference, and changes with rider weight, 
riding style and conditions. A rule of thumb is that rebound should be as fast as possible 
without kicking back and pushing the rider off the saddle. 

The rebound knob is easily accessed from above the rear wheel and below the 
body work unit. 

 use care when adjusting rebound after riding the 
vehicle as the muffler may still be hot.

 

For slower rebound, turn the red adjuster knob clockwise. 

For faster rebound, turn the red adjuster knob counterclockwise.
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AiR sLeeVe MAinTenAnce
1. Release all air pressure from air valve.

2. Cycle shock a few times to release pressure from the negative air spring.

3. Release all air pressure from air valve again.

4. Remove the mounting hardware and remove the shock from the bike. 

5. Using shock body clamps (FOX P/N  398-00-254), clamp the shock body next to the eyelet to avoid 
crushing the body. Loosen the eyelet 1 - 2 turns (do not remove yet).  

6. Slide a screwdriver or punch through the body eyelet to keep the air sleeve from coming off the body. 

7. Turn the air sleeve counterclockwise to loosen it and slide it down the shock body by hand.

8. Remove the screwdriver or punch and remove the eyelet from the shock.

9. Slide the air sleeve off the shock. 

THREADS FOR AIR SLEEVE

THREADS FOR AIR SLEEVE

GREASE LIGHTLY HERE

SHOCK BODY

AIR SLEEVE WIPER

GREASE BEARINGS, SEAL & WIPER

AIR SLEEVE BEARING

SHAFT

BODY BEARING

BODY SEAL GREASE LIGHTLY HERE

REDUCER

AIR VALVE
BODY BEARING

SHAFT EYELET O-RING

SHAFT EYELET

REDUCER

REBOUND ADJUSTER

BODY EYELET

AIR SLEEVE BEARING

AIR SLEEVE SEAL

air sleeve: Orientation and position on FlOat mXr air shock body. 

cLeAning And inspecTiOn

1. Clean the inside of the air sleeve, making sure that there are no large pieces of debris or leftover grease. 
Inspect the seal and bearing inside of the air sleeve. Replace if damaged or worn.

2. Clean body, body seal, body bearings and shaft with a clean rag.

3. Inspect body seal and body bearings for wear or damage. Replace if damaged or worn.

gReAsing And ReAsseMbLing

1. Lubricate the shaft eyelet O-ring and shaft eyelet threads with FLOAT Fluid or multi-purpose lithium-
based grease (NLGI #2).

2. Liberally lube the body seal and body bearing, leaving a reservoir of lube above the body bearing .

3. Lubricate the air sleeve seal, air sleeve bearing, and air sleeve wiper. FLOAT Fluid can be used in this 
application. 

4. Slide the air sleeve over the body until the air sleeve wiper is at the end of the body. Leave the air sleeve 
unthreaded at this time.

 (The air sleeve will be very difficult to compress because there is pressure trapped in the negative 
air chamber. Waiting until after the shock is mounted in the motorcycle will allow the leverage of the 
motorcycle to easily compress the shock.)

5.  Clamp the shock body using the shock body clamps (FOX P/N 398-00-254). Apply primer and some red 
Loctite to the body threads. 

6. Torque the eyelet to 20 ft/lbs (271 N-cm). 

7. Dry bushings and reducers.

8. Install reducers in eyelet bushings and install the shock back on the bike.

9. Carefully compress the shock until you can screw on the air sleeve.

10. Thread the air sleeve onto shaft eyelet hand tight.

11. Inflate the  shock (see using tHe FOX HigH Pressure PumP on the other side of this pamphlet).

Quick ReFeRence guide

FLOAT MXR

service 
intervals

> Before every ride: Wipe mud and debris off shock exterior
> Monthly: Check your shock’s air pressure 
> Annually: Air sleeve maintenance
> Every 3,000 – 5,000 miles: Shock rebuild

tools 
and  

supplies

> 14mm wrench
> 17mm socket
> 10mm socket
> Ratchet
> Large Philips screwdriver
> Flat-blade screwdriver

> FLOAT Fluid, 8 oz. bottle           
FOX P/N: 025-03-003

> Rebuild Kit 
Call FOX Racing Shox

disclaimer FOX Racing Shox is not responsible for 
any damages to you or others arising 
from riding, transporting, or other use 
of your MXR shock. In the event that 
your shock breaks or malfunctions, 
FOX Racing Shox shall have no liability 
beyond the repair or replacement 
of your shock pursuant to the terms 
outlined in the warranty provisions of 
this manual. 

specific  
exclusions  

from warranty

> Parts replaced due to normal 
wear and tear and/or routine 
maintenance

> Parts subject to normal wear 
and tear and/or routine 
maintenance

> Bushings
> Seals (after the 90-day seal 

warranty period expires)
> Suspension fluids

warranty 
policy

The factory warranty period for your 
shock is one year (two years for 
countries in the EU) from the original 
date of purchase of the shock or 
motorcycle. A copy of the original 
purchase receipt must accompany 
any shock being considered for 
warranty service. Warranty is at the 
full discretion of FOX Racing Shox 
and will cover only defective materials 
and workmanship. Warranty duration 
and laws may vary from state to state 
and/or country to country. 

Parts, components and assemblies 
subject to normal wear and tear are 
not covered under this warranty. 

FOX Racing Shox reserves the right 
to all final warranty or  
non-warranty decisions.

general  
exclusions 

from warranty

> Installation of parts or 
accessories not qualitatively 
equivalent to genuine FOX 
Racing Shox parts. 

> Abnormal strain, neglect, 
abuse and/or misuse

> Accident and/or collision 
damage

> Modification of original parts
> Lack of proper maintenance
> Shipping damages or loss 

(purchase of full value 
shipping insurance is 
recommended)

> Damage to interior or exterior 
caused by rocks, crashes or 
improper installation

> Oil changes or service not 
performed by FOX Racing 
Shox or an Authorized Service 
Center

valving
guarantee

If it is determined that a FLOAT MXR requires a valving change within the first 90 days of 
ownership, FOX will perform the re-valve at no charge for the original consumer. The consumer 
is required to follow the Service Policy procedure below and is responsible for all shipping costs 
to and from FOX Racing Shox. Unless otherwise specified, FOX Racing Shox will return ship the 
shock(s) via UPS Ground Service. 

service
policy

> FOX Racing Shox offers 5-business day turnaround, which may vary.
> Obtain an RA (Return Authorization) number and shipping address from FOX Racing Shox at 

800.FOX.SHOX. Outside the USA, contact the appropriate International Service Center.
> Mark the RA number and Return Address clearly on the outside of the package and send to 

FOX Racing Shox (see Contact Info above) or your International Service Center with shipping 
charges pre-paid by the sender.

> Proof-of-purchase is required for warranty consideration.
> Include a description of the problem, motorcycle information (manufacturer, year and model), 

type of FOX product and return address with daytime phone number.

contact
info

FOX Racing Shox 
130 Hangar Way 
Watsonville, CA 95076 
USA 
Phone: 1.831.274.6500 
North America: 1.800.FOX.SHOX (369.7469) 
Fax: 1.831.768.7026 
E-mail: mcyc@foxracingshox.com 
Website: www.foxracingshox.com 
Business hours: Monday – Friday 8 a.m. – 5 p.m. PST
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